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THIS WEEK 

 

AG POND REGULATORY ORDINANCE MAY BE 

ADOPTED OR SENT BACK FOR MORE WORK 

 

SHOULD POWER POINTS BE INCLUDED IN THE 

AGENDA PACKAGE OR BE SURPRISES? 
(STAFF SAYS INCLUDING THEM WILL DELAY THE PROCESS) 

 

LAST WEEK 

 

PHILLIPS 66 LYNCHED AS SUPERVISORS DENY                                                         

RAIL SPUR APPLICATION 

   

 

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                    
(SEE PAGE 14)                     

DID THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS HELP PHILLIPS 

66 FUTURE LEGAL APPEAL? 

By Michael F Brown    

  

         NO TRUTH ON BOARD THIS TRAIN OF          

        THOUGHT 
                    

                     By Andy Caldwell 
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THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 
 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, March 21, 2017 (Scheduled)  

 

 
Item 24 -Women’s Jail Project.  The write up states in part:   

 

The Women’s Jail Expansion project is a multi-year project in the Capital Fund at $41,844,786 

– WBS 300034. On August 9, 2016, your Board approved a budget adjustment in the amount of 

$1,100,000 to increase appropriation for additional oversight expenses through the extended 

project schedule. It is requested that a consultant service contract amendment is approved for 

the AECOM contract in the amount of $184,000.  

 

 
  
It’s not clear if the column entitled Est. Costs Dec. 2013 is the original Board adopted  budget for 

the project or not. The write-up indicates that there is an emerging dispute between the prime 

contractor and the County about project cost overruns. The prime contractor, Roebbelen 

Contracting, Inc., blames the management consultant AECOM. The project opening date has 

been delayed several times. 

 
Item 33 - Agricultural Ponds, Reservoirs, and Basins.  The Planning Commission has 

recommended a new regulatory ordinance to strengthen the County’s ability to regulate 

agricultural reservoirs that use pumped groundwater. Ponds and reservoirs that use surface runoff 

are exempt. 
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The call for an AG pond ordinance was generated as a result of the Resnick clear-cutting and 

construction of a large AG pond in an area with fragile water supply. The geology of the area 

where the problem occurred is characterized by fractured rock aquifers and a fragile water 

supply. It indeed could use a regulatory ordinance controlling large AG ponds. 

 

The issue is whether or not the rest of the inland County area requires increased regulation. A 

number of residents believe that such increased regulation is needed because large corporate 

farming companies are installing large pumps and large basins. It is feared that these may impact 

neighbors’ wells. 

 

One problem is that the proposed ordinance pertains to large areas of the county which have 

different conditions. Moreover, there has been no advance study to determine if AG ponds are 

negatively impacting aquifers or neighbors. Is an ordinance actually needed? 

 

The original Planning Commission write-up contained the chart below, which indicates that not 

all that many Ag Ponds have been applied for, permitted, or actually constructed. 

 

  
 

The write-up does not indicate if there are any County verified cases where any of the ponds that 

have actually been built have had an adverse impact on neighbors’ wells. Again and 

notwithstanding the emotions triggered by the Resnick debacle, the County has launched yet 

another effort to expand regulation without a clear statistical and verified impact of the supposed 

problem. 

 

Key tedious and costly provisions of the proposed ordinance are quoted below:  
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Noticing. A notice of intent to adopt a negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration 

shall be mailed for agricultural ponds, reservoirs, and basins to all landowners within 1,000 feet 

of the project site’s parcel boundaries, in addition to all other legal noticing requirements. 

 

b. A hydrogeologic analysis prepared by a certified hydrologist, including: 

 

i. A description of the agricultural use to be supported by the proposed reservoir, pond, or basin. 

If the proposed reservoir, pond, or basin is in support of a future agricultural use, then the 

application shall include a planting plan showing the location of the future crops. 

 

ii. Information regarding the property’s historic use of water and proposed use of water after 

construction of the proposed reservoir, pond, or basin. 

 

iii. Estimated evaporative water loss from the surface of the reservoir, pond, or basin, based on 

site specific conditions.  

 

iv. A well interference and draw-down analysis, which evaluates how increased pumping would 

affect neighboring wells. This analysis shall take into consideration site specific variables such 

as the number and spacing of wells onsite, pumping rates, properties of the aquifer, and the 

duration over which pumping has and will occur.  

 

 

5. Peer Review. The water supply impact study required in this section shall be subject to peer 

review, at the applicant’s expense, by a qualified hydrogeologist.  

 

6. Design Standards. Groundwater filled reservoirs, ponds, and basins shall incorporate all 

feasible design measures to minimize evaporative water loss. This could include using a smaller 

surface area and/or an evaporation barrier.  

 

7. Water Offsets - Projects in an LOS III Groundwater Basin. New agricultural reservoirs, 

ponds, and basins that would be filled using wells overlying an LOS III Groundwater Basin shall 

propose measures to offset the estimated evaporative water loss at a ratio of at least 1:1. 

Compliance with this standard may be achieved through removal or fallowing of onsite irrigated 

agriculture in existence at the time of Application Acceptance or through other means proposed 

by the applicant and approved by the Director of Planning and Building. If offsets are proposed 

through the removal or fallowing of crops, the applicant shall record a covenant and agreement 

prohibiting irrigation of the identified areas. The covenant shall remain in effect until the LOS 

for the ground water basin is adjusted by the County Board of Supervisors to an LOS of II or 

lower. Projects in the Paso Robles Groundwater Basin may achieve compliance with this 

standard by obtaining an Offset Clearance pursuant to the Agricultural Water Offset Program 

for that basin.  

 

The question then arises: What is the county attempting to achieve? Part of the answer appears to 

be to prevent the loss of water to the groundwater basins through evaporation from the ponds. 

The County does not seem to have rigorous analysis of how much water is lost per acre per year 

by evaporation in the north county. Instead it casually states: 
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One thing known for certain is that ponds result in water loss due to evaporation. One water 

study on two ponds in the North County totaling a capacity of 84 acre-feet calculated that as 

much as 24 acre-feet (about 8 million gallons) of water could be lost each year to evaporation. 

This would be about 29% lost through evaporation. 

 

If this were generally true, then with the existing ponds and those currently in process (590.3 

acre-feet), 171.2 acre-feet will be lost through evaporation. Is this significant enough to justify 

the ordinance? How many new acre-feet of recharge did the basin receive over the past rainy 

season? 

 

As noted above there is a potential of 590.3 acre-feet of ponds existing and in permitting today. 

Since the current ordinance was established in 2010, this means an average of 98.4 acre-feet of 

capacity per year have either been approved or are in permitting. Note that not all of the 

approved ponds have been built. If requests for future ponds were received at this average rate 
over the years, there would be 984 acre-feet worth of new pond space potentially approved over 

the next decade. At the staff’s 29% evaporation estimate, a net neutral evaporation requirement 

(1:1 offset) would be saving a maximum 285 acre-feet per year by the 10th year of the life of the 

ordinance. Note that not all ponds may be in a Level of Severity III moratorium zone. From a 

public policy standpoint is this worth the effort?  

 

1. How much staff time and how many dollars are being expended on this? 

 

2. How much will the new permits cost in County fees? 

 

3. How much will the applicant have to expend on expert consultants and permitting facilitators 

to get their application through? 

 

4. Does the amount of water saved justify these costs and the potential impacts on agriculture? 

 

5. Without a defined and proven methodology to calculate the impact of the ponds on 

neighboring wells (and as noted above, no statistically significant data has been presented that 

the existing ponds have impacted neighboring wells), is the 1000 ft. neighbor notification 

provision justified?  

 

6. Is the amount of annual savings of water and cost justified? Separately, both the Paso Robles 

Wine Country Alliance and the San Luis County Farm Bureau have provided information on the 

importance of agricultural ponds for their members’ survival. 

 

The Planning Commission ignored these questions. The Board of Supervisors should direct staff 

to provide verified statistical evidence of ANY problem that is broad enough to demand 

substantial increased countywide regulation before considering this matter. 

 

Item 34 - Extension of the Ag Ponds Urgency Ordinance.  This is a contingency item which 

would extend the current urgency ordinance for up to one year. It is placed on the agenda in case 

the Board needs more time to consider item 33 above. This ordinance extension requires a 4/5 

vote.  
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Item 40 - Should the County include PowerPoints which will be presented during Board 

meetings in the regular agenda package?  For the past 6 years and from time to time, COLAB 

has requested that PowerPoints which will be used during the presentation of a particular agenda 

item be included in the regular posted agenda package. We believe this is helpful to the public 

and impacted citizens and groups because the PowerPoints offset provide clarity through 

graphics, tables, and summaries which are not always included (or obscured) in the sometimes 

dense write-ups.  

 

Additionally, and sometimes, the PowerPoints provide new information, emphasis, or nuance 

that is important for the public to consider prior to the meeting. 

 

The County administration has consistently resisted this request stating that having to have the 

PowerPoints ready with the rest of the material would delay the publication of the agenda 

packages past the current Wednesday normal practice. Characteristically and in line with its 

resistance, the administration has taken the trouble to conduct a survey of the practices within 

other agencies to demonstrate that most do not include the PowerPoints with their agendas. Why 

wouldn’t SLO County wish to do better? 

 

The administration then goes on to list 4 choices with respect to posting the materials. The basic 

zero sum tradeoff is: Board and public, if you want the PowerPoints with the regular package, 

you will get the whole thing later than you receive it now. The administration-posited 

alternatives are quoted below: 

 

Options and Considerations Based on the information above, below are four options for your 

Board’s consideration: 

 

1. Maintain the status quo. Under this option, Board agendas would continue to be published on 

the Tuesday (approximately 168 hours) prior to Board meetings, and detailed agenda packets 

would continue to be published on the Wednesday (approximately 144 hours) prior to Board 

meetings. As noted, this option far exceeds the 72 hour posting requirements laid out in the 

Brown Act, by making detailed agenda materials available to the Board and public six days in 

advance of meetings. This option also provides agenda materials to the Board and public earlier 

than most other counties and local cities, which publish agenda packets on either Thursdays or 

Fridays. PowerPoint presentations would still be provided to interested Board members the day 

before the Board meeting.  

 

2. Maintain the status quo, but add all PowerPoint presentations to the published agenda packet 

via corrigenda on the Friday before the meeting. Under this option, the agenda packet would 

continue to be published on Tuesday, with the full agenda packet published on the Wednesday of 

the week prior to the meeting. All presentation materials would be added to the agenda packet 

via a corrigenda on Friday afternoon. While this option would provide presentation materials 

approximately 90 hours prior to the meeting, the need to process multiple corrigendas every 

week to modify the agenda packet after publishing creates inefficiencies.  
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3. Include draft PowerPoint presentations in the detailed agenda packet published on 

Wednesdays. Under this option, Board agendas would continue to be published on the Tuesday, 

and detailed agenda packets (including draft PowerPoint presentations) would be published on 

the Wednesday prior to Tuesday Board meetings. Due to timing issues, staff presentations made 

during Tuesday Board meetings might be changed from the presentations included in the 

published agenda, in an effort to present the most current information possible. Due to the 

anticipated workload, staff would not have the capacity to identify changes for the Board and 

members of the public. 

 

4. Delay publishing of detailed agenda packets to Friday, and include PowerPoints 

presentations in the published agenda packet. Under this option, the agenda would continue to 

be published on Tuesdays, but the full agenda packet wouldn’t be published until the Friday 

(approximately 96 hours) before the meeting, in order to include presentation materials. While 

this option would provide staff with an extended timeframe for agenda material preparation (to 

ensure that information is as current as possible), the delayed publishing provides both the 

Board and members of the public with considerably less time to review agenda materials in 

advance of the meeting.  

 

Obviously, version 4 above is a Hobsons choice calculated to blunt the whole idea. 

 

The real questions include: 

 

1. Since most agenda items do not need accompanying PowerPoints, what is the substantial 

workload involved in general? 

 

2. Each County department prepares its agenda items, which are then reviewed by the CEO and 

County Counsel before being placed on the agenda. Accordingly, a particular department may 

have only one PowerPoint every few weeks and many almost never. Public Works, Planning, 

and the CEO seem to have the most complicated subjects, which are assisted with PowerPoints.  

 

3. PowerPoints are relatively easy to construct even for those without any formal training. 

Materials from Word, Excel, and other sources are easily imported. As users become more adept 

they can add graphic and layout features, which make them more interesting. PowerPoint experts 

recommend that the slides not contain too much text and that presenters should never read them.   

 

4. The question thus becomes, given that a particular staffer who has prepared an agenda item               

(the actual scrivener has already done the work), why would so much extra time be required to 

summarize it in a PowerPoint as part of the normal preparation of the item? What would actually 

cause the timing penalties cited in the CEO’s report? A staffer who has become an expert on his 

or her report should easily be able to prepare a series of slides as part of the normal process. 

 

5. Finally, virtually all the County departments and agencies are staffed by expert university 

trained professionals (many with advanced degrees) and supported by a large cadre of expert 

administrative support professionals. The ability to perform complex analysis and presentations 

under time pressures are core skills required by this group.  
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The pushback on this one should not be tolerated. The Board should test the staff and see if they 

can get it done. 

 

A note:  This actual agenda item contains considerable research by a very professional and 

meticulous CEO analyst who has probably created many PowerPoint herself and who produces 

numerous reports on a variety of subjects.  She actually conducted a survey of other jurisdictions 

in an effort to show that most do not include the PowerPoints in their agenda packages. How 

much time and energy and money were diverted from other work here to attempt to get the 

Board to reject the idea? Wonder if this item will be accompanied by a PowerPoint on Tuesday? 

 

Background:  Actually the County as part its “Learning Center” (employee training program) 

provides PowerPoint classes. Everyone should be a wiz! The display below is from the County’s 

course catalogue.  

 

PowerPoint I 

 Thursday, March 9, 2017  

 9:00am 4:00pm 09:00 16:00  

 Kimball Building - TRN 16  

  

Learn how to create and edit individual slides in your presentation; rearrange and delete 

slides; insert slides from other presentations; edit; format text; bulleted lists; spell 

check; work with WordArt, clip art, and shapes; and build your own slide show using 

Slide Masters and transitions. Prerequisites: Windows Introduction or previous 

Windows and word processing experience 

  

 

 

 

 

Planning Commission Meeting of Thursday, March 23, 2017 (Scheduled)  

 

 

There are no items of general policy concern on this agenda. 

 

 

SLO County Air Pollution Control District (APCD) Meeting of Wednesday, March 22, 

2017 (Scheduled) 

 

Item B-1: Selection of an Executive Search Firm to conduct a Recruitment for the Air 

Pollution Control Officer (APCO).  The current APCO, Larry Allen, is retiring in December. 

The District’s Counsel is recommending that the Board select a recruitment firm from a list of 3 

http://www.slocoldc.org/classofferings/gnlahakmy5wmyf9ahfj3dj34h2h47x
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which he has provided. All 3 firms are well known and long term players in the California local 

government recruitment market.  All will cost about the same amount: +/- $ 27,000. The district 

had approached the County to see if its substantial Human Resources Department could conduct 

the recruitment, but the idea was apparently rejected. 

 

The real issues involve the process and involvement of the public and particularly the regulated 

community. 

 

a. A panel of the regulated community business, agriculture, dunes-riding advocates, oil experts, 

and so forth, should be convened, oriented to the legal requirements, and then meet with the 

selected consultant to discuss the type of executive that they feel would be most successful. 

 

b. The draft recruitment brochure and requirements should be submitted to that panel once it has 

been created for review and recommendation to the Board. 

 

c. Once the process gets down to approximately 5 finalists, the panel should interview the 

finalists and make its recommendations to the recruiter and the Board. 

 

d. It is likely that there would need to be a parallel panel representing the environmental 

community following the same process. 

 

e. An interesting twist would be to have both panels independently complete their process, then 

meet together to compare their recommendations, and then present them to the Board. 

 

All this would avoid the pitfalls of using an advisory panel made up of local and state 

bureaucrats, which is the usual process. 

 

 

 

 

LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Special Board of Supervisors Meeting of Monday, March 13 - Tuesday March 14, 2017 

(Completed) 

PHILLIPS 66 APPEAL 

Hearing to consider appeals by Phillips 66 and Jeff Edwards of the Planning Commission’s 

denial of a Development Plan/Coastal Development Permit to allow for construction of a 

6,915-foot long rail spur, an unloading facility, onsite pipelines, replacement of coke rail 

loading tracks, the construction of five parallel tracks with the capacity to hold a 5,190-

foot-long unit train consisting of 80 tank cars (60 feet each), two buffer cars (60 feet each), 
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and three locomotives (90 feet each), and accessory improvements which would allow three 

trains per week to deliver heavy crude to the refinery.  In a process that was more of a mob 

lynching than analytical review, the Board denied the project on a vote of 3/1/0 with Supervisors 

Compton, Gibson, and Hill voting for the denial, Supervisor Arnold voting for approval, and 

Supervisor Peschong recused. Peschong’s consulting firm had worked for Phillips in the past and 

Supervisor Peschong recused himself. In fact the Board had very little to say after the 1.5 day 

public comment period and essentially said that the Planning Commission covered the matter. 

There was a large and protracted hearing that took place on Monday and part of Tuesday. About 

200 people spoke with all but about 5 opposed to the project. Opponents included both area 

residents and a large organized group of anti-fossil fuel and anti-industrial advocates from 

throughout the state. Elected officials from Sacramento, Berkeley, San Jose, Goleta, Davis, 

Richmond, Santa Barbara, Contra Costa County, and other jurisdictions requested that the SLO 

Board of Supervisors reject the project. 

Please see the articles in the COLAB IN DEPTH section starting on page 14 for further 

details, analysis, and potential remedies. 

Background:  Last year the Planning Commission denied Phillip’s application for the addition 

of 5 rail spur tracks for the parking and unloading of tank cars bringing crude oil to the refinery. 

The vote was 3/2 after a process that consumed 4 years and unknown millions of dollars. The 

refinery has been operating for more than 60 years at the Nipomo location without incident. 

Neighbors who live in area residential areas that have developed in recent decades were naturally 

opposed to the expansion of the refinery’s capacity and would prefer that industrial uses in the 

area eventually go away. In fact a good many stated that it is the County’s fault for zoning in the 

residential uses where they now live. They rationalize that since the County permitted the 

residential development, it should prohibit expansion of the refinery loading area.   

Actually, several years ago the County did approve increased production throughput (of more 

oil) than had been permitted in the past. The alleged problem at this point is that much of the oil 

would be delivered by tank cars rather than pipeline.  

The County staff and the Planning Commission provided 31 reasons (noncompliance with 

County General plan goals and rules) for denial of the proposed project.  

The Project:  A schematic of the track configuration is displayed on the page below.  
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The rendering below shows the configuration as it would look from the air. Note that the actual 

unloading tracks are covered. 

  

As illustrated in the chart below, California refineries are becoming increasingly dependent on 

imported oil as existing oil fields in the State are pumped out. Where is Phillips to get its oil? It 
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is unlikely that SLO County will permit the development of new oil fields, let alone promote 

such development. 
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SLO COLAB IN DEPTH            
In fighting the troublesome, local day-to-day assaults on our freedom and property, it is also 

important to keep in mind the larger underlying ideological, political, and economic causes and 

forces  

 

DID THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS HELP PHILLIPS 

66 FUTURE LEGAL APPEAL? 

By Michael F Brown  

 

The Board of Supervisor’s reasons for denying the Phillips 66 permit will provide fertile ground 

for a reversal of that denial in the Superior Court.  

Last Tuesday the Board of Supervisors denied the Phillips 66 Nipomo refinery a permit to allow 

the unloading of more tank cars on a vote of 3/1/0. The refinery needs alternative sources of 

crude oil because local California supplies are declining. Supervisors Compton, Gibson, and Hill 

voted to deny the permit; Supervisor Arnold voted to approve the permit; and Supervisor 

Peschong could not vote or be present because prior to his election to the Board, his consulting 

firm had worked for Phillips. There were over 200 public speakers, out of which only about 5 

supported the project. 

In contrast to all the rhetoric, Supervisor Bruce Gibson distilled the essence of the question when 

summarizing his reasons to vote to kill the permit application. He acknowledged that some 

proponents (and the County’s environmental impact report) had provided statistical information 

that the chances of a catastrophic incident resulting in a fire and/or explosion somewhere along 

the national train routes or in SLO County was extremely small. Nevertheless, he said that in his 

mind, even though statistical chances of such an incident occurring are very rare, the 

consequences of a serious incident are so disastrous that the proposed project must be rejected. 

He went on to equate the situation with a nuclear plant disaster and stated that nuclear plants are 

much more safety oriented than railroads, thus further attempting to justify his decision to deny 

the permit.  

It is likely that Gibson carefully planned this statement to fortify the Board’s decision against the 

lawsuit, which is likely to be filed in an effort to overturn that decision. Often courts are reluctant 

to invade the province of the legislative acts of government enacting land use regulations and 

will not do so unless they find that the proceedings contained legal process violations or blatant 

factual errors, or were based on unreasonable standards or imposition of unreasonable 
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requirements. In this case the Board was not legislating, but was conducting a quasi-judicial 

proceeding on whether Phillip’s application complied with County land use plans and ordinances 

that had already been legislatively adopted. The test will be: Was the decision supported by the 

evidence, and is the evidence supported by the facts?  

Gibson’s own statement opens a serious potential vulnerability to the County’s defense of its 

denial. He knew that the statistical chance of an incident was remote and he said he knew it. 

Then he essentially said he didn’t care about that fact. Instead he and his colleagues, who voted 

to deny the permit, were holding Phillips 66 to an impossible and unreasonable standard: The 

project must have no risk whatsoever. Thus Phillips would have had to guarantee that there 

would never be an accident that would result in large-scale contamination, fire, or explosion. 

Courts have held that counties and cities may not hold applicants for land use permits to 

standards that are arbitrary and unreasonable. Here, Gibson essentially admits that this reasoning 

is exactly the thinking underlying his vote. 

Separately from that issue, there has been an ongoing debate about whether the County has the 

legal authority to deny the project on the basis of events that might happen “up track.” Up track 

is a collective term referring to anything that might happen from the point of origin of a tank car 

train outside San Luis Obispo County to its ultimate arrival in Nipomo. The trains will travel 

hundreds or even thousands of miles from oil fields in the Midwest, Oklahoma, Texas, and 

Canada. It is even possible that oil could come from newly developed fields in Pennsylvania, 

New York State, and Tennessee. 

The debate has been focused on whether regulation of the risks of spills and fires along the 

routes could be used by the Board of Supervisors to legally justify its denial. County Counsel, 

relying on a letter from former State Attorney General Kamala Harris, has opined, “Maybe.”  

There has been considerable back and forth over this issue.  

What has been ignored is that the Board largely denied the project on the basis of a potential 

problem which might occur in another jurisdiction as a reason to deny a permit.  Aside from a 

belated staff assertion that there is an environmentally sensitive habitat area on the site 

(questionable fact), the Board’s legal denial findings all involve potential up track problems.  

This is especially important in this case, because ten of the County’s eleven findings of 

significant un-mitigatable impacts (legal reasons for denying the project) theoretically occur in 

unspecified up track locations and off the project site (not on the Phillips property). This could 

be in the City of San Luis Obispo, Boise, or in the boondocks of the Nevada desert – somewhere 

along the route. 

The Board’s findings and evidence in this case are speculative. The Board never studied and 

could not know the rail track conditions along the potential routes. It knows that derailments 

causing releases are statistically unlikely. It has simply conjectured that a potential accident 

along one of the routes is actual valid evidence that the project should be denied. This would be 
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like banning the permitting of homes in wooded hilly areas of California because it is too 

dangerous on account of urban wildland intermix firestorms (which occur much more regularly 

than disastrous tank car derailments). It is ironic that the City of Berkeley, the City of Oakland, 

the City of Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara County, the City of Goleta, and others with substantial 

populations living within the fire intermix zones formally took actions to oppose the Phillips rail 

spur.  After all, 25 people died and thousands of homes were destroyed in the 1991 Oakland - 

Berkeley firestorm. Both cities immediately allowed expedited reconstruction on an accelerated 

basis, recreating the exact situation that had resulted in the disaster in the first place. Similarly, 

Santa Barbara County has allowed expedited reconstruction and even new development in the 

intermix zone after repeated fires. In fact Santa Barbara County Supervisor Janet Wolf lost her 

home in the 1990 “Painted Cave” fire and then rebuilt and moved back. 

No one, including even some of the retired fire chiefs who 

spoke in opposition to the Phillips project, ever said a word 

when they were in charge. What if future fires spread into the 

dense urban area of Santa Barbara, illustrated here? Homes and 

other structures are conflagration breeders, shooting flaming 

brands in advance of the actual fire front. 

This was never about Safety:  Tank cars containing oil, 

ammonium hydroxide, sulphuric acid, chlorine, and many other 

dangerous substances have rolled through the area every day 

for a century. 

It was about attacking the fossil fuel industry:  Instead, a massive statewide opposition 

movement, undergirded by anti-industrial and anti-fossil fuel radicals, and led by the activist 

group known as 350.org has framed the issue as exploding tank cars (“bomb trains”). Speaker 

after speaker on the record confirm this, stating that “the fossil fuel industry is in its death 

throws,” “a system based on oil is defunct,” “20
th

 century (oil) technology and 19
th

 century 

transportation technology (rail) must be abolished,” and so on. 

By their very nature, extracting and refining minerals, smelting metals, manufacturing chemicals 

and durable goods, transporting hazardous raw materials, processing agricultural products, 

producing electricity on a large scale, producing and distributing medical gases, spraying crops, 

and many other essential industrial processes are inherently hazardous. But without them, the 

standard of living would be devastated. Civilization would collapse. What if people in all the 

counties of America (about 3000) decided that industrial processing is too hazardous and violates 

their respective general plan elements and environmental standards? 

You Can’t Have it Both Ways:  When one of the planners or one of planning commissioners or 

one of the members of the Board of Supervisors has a heart attack at 3:00 AM, they want the 

phone to work, the dispatch system to work, the ambulance to come, the lights to be on in the 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjrm_THv9vSAhViHGMKHTJpBecQjRwIBw&url=http://www.santabarbaraca.gov/gov/depts/fire/&psig=AFQjCNHYbKV-oDte49o0ADNsJH0z5SE1BA&ust=1489769868228959
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cardiac care unit, the hospital to be warm, the medical gases to be plentiful, the plastic oxygen 

mask to be ready and functioning. Each of these things and processes are currently about 86% 

dependent on fossil fuels. Tank cars that bring them go through Salt Lake City, Boise, Tucson, 

San Antonio, Sacramento, Los Angeles, Oakland, San Bernardino, and even Berkeley. To what 

exceptional privilege do people in San Luis Obispo County, or the entire state of California for 

that matter, claim that they should be exempt from hosting the industrial plants, mines, oil fields, 

etc., which make their very lives and standard of living possible? 

The Anti-Industrial Policy Is Not Only Selfish - It Is Classist and Elitist:  Do those who 

opposed or denied this project consider themselves members of an elite group, to be served by 

less affluent others in distant locations that must separately bear the risks of industrial society? It 

is not as if this project is a new refinery or that the tracks are part of a new railroad. Do they 

think it’s OK for families in Contra Costa County, who have lived next to huge refineries, tanker 

facilities, and rail facilities for generations (and where this oil will be tankered even if this 

project is denied), to bear the risk so that the elite can drive their Mercedes Benzes to LAX and 

fly to Cabo?  

After all, they all drive cars, fly on 777s, use plastic, 

enjoy hot water on demand, and wear clothes made of 

synthetic products. Indeed, they depend on a huge fleet 

of tandem tanker trucks, which deliver thousands of 

gallons of highly volatile gasoline into their very 

neighborhoods and densest commercial areas every day 

without a second thought (12 billion gallons per year in 

California).  At least the tank car trains run in dedicated 

right of ways, which are often grade separated from 

adjacent traffic and activities. 

When judged in the moral and ethical light of the benefits of an industrial civilization, civic 

responsibility, and material practicality, the Board had plenty of reason to override its staff and 

the Planning Commission and approve the project. 

The Board’s weak and grasping rationale for denial of the project may actually help Phillips gain 

reversal of the denial in Court. Since people in SLO County, including much of the political 

leadership and the main daily newspaper, are so prejudiced against the project specifically and 

the fossil fuel industry in general, Phillips should petition for a change of venue and request a 

jury trial in the Santa Barbara County Superior Court in Santa Maria or perhaps the Kern County 

Superior Court in Bakersfield. 

Mike Brown is the Government Affairs Director of the Coalition of Labor Agriculture and 

Business (COLAB) of San Luis Obispo County. He had a 42-year career as a city manager and 

county executive officer in 4 states including California. He can be reached at 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://ellabakercenter.org/sites/default/files/18831-a-chevron-tanker-truck-unloads-gasoline-into-underground-sto.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.stylepinner.com/cheveron-gas-tanker-truck/Y2hldmVyb24tZ2FzLXRhbmtlci10cnVjaw/&docid=un9d7ou5gsPv6M&tbnid=3Kj6-L4qQpnb4M:&w=450&h=319&ved=0ahUKEwiJm5-B_YHLAhVO72MKHc6tDm8QxiAIAg&iact=c&ictx=1
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mike@colabslo.org.  This article first appeared in the Cal Coast News of Friday March 17, 

2017. 

  

 

             NO TRUTH ON BOARD THIS TRAIN OF 

         THOUGHT 
                   By Andy Caldwell 

  

I have sat through over 1,000 county supervisors meetings, but rarely have I seen a better Kabuki 

Theater performance than I witnessed last week.  Supervisors Joan Hartmann, Das Williams and 

Janet Wolf alone were on the stage.  Supervisor Steve Lavagnino was in Washington, D.C. on 

county business and Supervisor Peter Adam left the dais instead of participating in the kangaroo 

court.  The subject matter had to do with an oil refinery operation in San Luis Obispo County 

which applied for a permit to bring in more oil by way of additional rail car delivery. 

  

The staff report for this item was simply appalling.  It lacked details, perspective, history and 

context.  It was simply a cover story for a foregone conclusion.  Supervisors Hartmann, Williams 

and Wolf would have us believe they opposed the project due to safety concerns having to do 

with transporting oil by rail car even though it is done all the time.  The truth is, they simply 

want oil operations to cease here locally as they attempt to justify the same with phony excuses, 

faux concerns, and flawed logic. 

  

The staff report referenced two non-local rail car accidents that involved oil transport.  One of 

the accidents was caused by a broken bolt on the track while the other was caused by the failure 

of the crew to set the brakes on the train which they left parked on a hill overnight!  The point is, 

the cargo itself was not the cause of the accident, and there could have been any number of other 

products being hauled on either train that could have proven equally hazardous.   

  

Absolutely everything we use in our society is hauled at one time or another by either truck or 

rail.  The oil refinery in SLO currently has product delivered by rail, truck and 

pipeline.  Contextually, the 101 freeway runs along our coast line and right through our cities 

parallel to the railroad tracks posing the same threat as rail!   For these supervisors to object to 

oil transport without ever bothering to consider what else is transported by way of truck and 

track through the midst of populated areas reeks of willful ignorance.  Along these lines, one of 

the public commentators mentioned the dangers of an oil train passing through VAFB.  I then 

raised the question, how do you think we get rocket fuel to VAFB?   Moreover, do you know 

that nuclear bombs are transported across country by truck? 

  

Another consideration?  Passenger rail poses direct threats to public safety, yet these supervisors 

want more of it!  The dangers include accidents by way of derailments and collisions on tracks, 

and pedestrians getting run over by trains.  Nevertheless, these Supervisors haven’t demanded an 

end to passenger rail or erected fences along the rail corridor.   

mailto:mike@colabslo.org
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Let it not be lost on the public as it is with these three supervisors, that with a $35 million deficit, 

the oil industry is the source of the highest paying jobs and tax revenue in the county.  This 

project is very important to our local oil producers and the staff report completely ignored these 

facts.  Moreover, California is dependent on oil imports to fuel the economy and satisfy 

consumer demands, something that even Governor Jerry Brown has recognized. 

  

Oil must come here by way of rail, ship, and truck or pipeline unless, of course, we produce what 

we need locally.  Yet, we have seen the Board object to all these modes of transport at one time 

or another and they are certainly opposed to local production.  That indicates we have ideologues 

and activists sitting on the dais rather than problem solvers and we are being ill-served as a 

result. 

  

Andy Caldwell is the executive director of COLAB and the host of The Andy Caldwell Show 

weekdays from 3-5 pm on News Press Radio AM1290. This editorial first appeared in the March 

19, 2017 edition of the Santa Barbara News Press.   

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS  
   

  
 

 

 

 

BID ON A RARE PRIVATE STAY FOR YOU AND YOUR GUESTS AT THIS 

HISTORIC 19
TH

 CENTURY FLORIDA WATERFRONT MANSION AT COLAB’S 

FANTASTIC THURSDAY MARCH 30
TH

 DINNER-FUNDRAISER AND AUCTION AT 

THE MADONNA EXPO 

CALL OR EMAIL NOW FOR TABLES OR INDIVIDUAL TICKETS     

 

   

http://www.google.com/imgres?start=144&rlz=1T4ADRA_enUS556US556&tbm=isch&tbnid=bNh77TRjKKwK-M:&imgrefurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/news9405.php&docid=tyoBhh9O1_V_FM&imgurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/horse.gif&w=292&h=280&ei=PtDVUrCQPMOy2wW1j4DgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1036&page=8&ndsp=21&ved=0CJ4BEIQcMDM4ZA
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SUPPORT COLAB!                                                                                                                            

PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM                           

ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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